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ABSTRACT Dielectricand mechanicalrelaxation measurementaof the localsegmentalrelaxation in miscible
blends of poly(vinylethy1ene)(PVE) and polyisoprene (PIP) have been made under isothermal conditions
over a wide range of frequency. Taking advantage of the prominence of respectively the PVE contribution
to dielectricrelaxation and the PIP contribution to mechanical relaxation,we are able to resolve the dynamics
of each component in some of the blends. From the observed dynamicsof individualcomponenta,we establish
as experimentalfactathat the most probablelocalsegmentalrelaxation time of each componenthaa a different
magnitudeas well as different temperature dependence. Moreover,the relaxation spectrumof each component
broadens as temperature is decreased. Thus a breakdown of thermorheological simplicity occurs not only
in the dynamicsof each componentbut a fortiori when the contributions from both Components are considered
together. The degreeto which these effecta manifest themselves depends on the blend composition. All these
experimental features are shown to be in accord with a theory of segmental dynamics for blends that is
obtained as ageneralizationof the coupling model for homopolymersby taking into account local concentration
fluctuations.
Introduction
Polymer blends not only have practical value in diverse
applications but also are of great interest in the study of
viscoelasticity. The viscoelastic behavior of miscible
polymer blends can be quite different from that of
homopolymers. Theae differences are seen in the local
segmental relaxation responsible for the glass transition
as well as in the terminal relaxation region. In this paper
we shall confiie our attention to local segmental relaxation,
which in blends is often associated with anomalously broad
glass transitions14 and a breakdown of time-temperature
superpition.7-1° The origin of these remarkable properties of blends have been traced7-10 to the occurrence of
distinct mobilities for each component of the binary blend.
The different dynamics of the two kinds of chains are
appropriately described as "dynamical heterogeneity". 13C
NMR,B mechanical,7J3 dielectric,3*9J0J2J3dynamic light
scattering,'3 and deuteron NMR1l measurements in the
glass transition region of miscible blends have provided
detailed information on the nature of the dynamical
heterogeneity.
Within a miscible blend the local composition is known
to fluctuate about its average value. These concentration
fluctuations give rise to a distribution of local compositions.
Concentration fluctuations have previouslybeen identified
as a mechanism for broadening of the relaxation spectra
in the glass transition region.7116 Two recent theoretical
mode1s,8J4proposed to describe dynamical heterogeneity
in blends, are both based on a distribution of local
composition. One example is the model of Ngai and
Roland,8J0J2J6 which is a generalization of the coupling
model for homopolymers to binary blends. Dynamic
mechanicals and dielectric relaxation?J0J2 measurements
of the glass transition region for miscible blends have been
analyzed and the results interpreted successfully in terms
of the model. Among these studies are dynamic mechanical measurements of 1,Cpolyisoprene and poly(viny1Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts, June 15,1994.
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ethylene) blends. Both components contribute to the
mechanicalmodulus, although the individualcontributions
cannot be clearly resolved. For equal weights of the two
components, PIP contributes more prominently to the
loss modulus of the blend, due in part to the higher and
narrower loss modulus peak of pure PIP as compared with
that of pure PVE. As a consequence, the location of the
maximum of the loss modulus corresponds more closely
to that of PIP, particularly in blends of lower PVE content.
In spite of the difficulty of resolving the contributions of
the two components, fitting the mechanical data of the
blends to the theoretical model8 enabled the respective
dynamics of the two components to be determined. The
separate contributions to the loss modulus from the
components can be calculated from the parameters
determined in ref 8.
In this work similar blends are studied both dielectrically
and mechanically over a wide range of temperatures. As
shown by neutron scattering, this blend is miscible over
all the composition range and all experimentallyaccessible
temperatures.16 The dielectric strength of PVE is larger
than that of PIP (by about a factor of 2)) making the
former's contribution to the dielectricloss more prominent.
This situation is to be contrasted with the mechanical loss
modulus in which the reverse (Le., stronger PIP contribution) is the case. In blends of lower PVE content, the
interplay of dielectric strength and concentration of PVE
gives rise to the possibility that in some composition range
the respective dielectric loss peaks for the two components
can be resolved. Thus, the present study should be an
interesting complement to previous ones which relied on
a single experimental technique. The results provide
precise information on the dynamics of the individual
components, allowing comparisons to predictions previously drawn from the theoretical model.
Experimental Section
The P W and PIP blends used herein for dielectric and
mechanical relaxationmeasurements are similar to those studied
earlier by dynamic mechanical spectroscopy.* However, since
0 1994 American Chemical Society
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Figure 8. Frequency dependence of dielectric loss at various
temperatures for PVE-25. For clarity only data taken at several
representative temperatures are shown.
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Figure 5. Variation of the shear loss modulus spectrum with
temperature for PW-60 blend showing the breakdown of
thermorheological simplicity. The triangles, diamonds, and
squares stand for data points taken at the three temperatures
indicated. The lines are guides for the eye.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the mechanical shear loss spectrum of
pure PIP at T = -64 O C and of pure PVE at T = -4 "C.
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Figure 7. Frequency dependence of dielectric loss at various
temperatures for PVE-20 blend. For clarity only data taken at
several representative temperatures are shown here.
mechanical lose of pure PIP with that of pure PVE). This
interpretation is confirmed by dielectric data of PVE-20
(Figure 7) in which an additional peak now appears at
lower frequencies, and of PVE25 (Figure 8) in which this
new peak has increased in height to become the more
dominant. This trend in the measured spectra leaves little
doubt that the lower frequency dielectric loss peak is
related to the PVE component and the higher frequency
peak to the PIP component. Whence for the w e of the
two PVE-x blends with x = 20 and 25, in which two

Figure 9. log (frequency) against reciprocal temperature for
mechanical (shear modulus loss maximum, fiied solid squares
for PVE-50, crams for PVE-25) and dielectric loss maximum
(all other symbols)for PVE/PIP blends, near PIP, and neat PVE.
Continuous curves are Vogel-Fulcher fits to the experimental
points. The PVE content is indicated. In two blends, for
which two dielectric loss maxima were observed, the higher
frequency loss maximum is represented by the open inverted
triangle (z = 20) and the open circle (z = 25), and the lower
frequency loss maximum is represented by the fiied inverted
triangle ( x = 20) and the filled circle ( x = 25).
dielectric loss peaks appear, we shall denote the frequency
of the lower frequency peak by fan and the frequency
of the higher frequency peak by f d p r p . These quantities
are plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature for the
two blends in Figure 9. In this plot we also show the
corresponding data for PVE-0 and PVE-15, in which there
is only one peak. The continuouscurves are Vogel-Fulcher
fits to the temperature dependencies of fdpw and fdpp of
the blends. The Vogel-Fulcher parameters are given in
Table 1.
In contrast to dielectric measurements, dynamical
mechanical data in all the blends studied do not show two
resolved peaks. The frequency of the lone dynamic
mechanical losspeak, f m , determined for the PVE-25 blend
from data shown in Figure 4 a t a single temperature is also
displayed in Figure 9. For the PVE-25 blend a comparison
of f m with f d p r p and fdpm shows that f m lies much closer
to fdpm than to fdpm a t the same temperature. This close
correspondence between the mechanical loss peak and the
dielectric loss peak of the PIP component confirms the
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tive
of log 7pn* versus Tgpmz/T,where Tgpmz
is defined as the temperature at which ~pm*
of the PVE-x
blend
reaches
an
arbitrarily
chosen
but
fixed
value. As
where
APVE decreases, the steepness of the curve for the PVE
component in the blend decreases correspondingly. When
APVE falls below the coupling parameter value of homopolymer PIP, we expect the steepness of the curve for
The proper method for summing the Ci(t) depends on the
the PVE component in the blend to be less than that for
manner in which the local subvolumes interact mechanihomopolymer PIP. This remarkable prediction for the
cally or dielectrically. We can envision two extremes of
PVE/PIP blend has actually been observed in tetramethyl
behavior corresponding to
polycarbonate/polystyrene (TMPC/PS) blends, where
TMPC and PS play respectively the roles of PVE and
(3)
PIP. In an earlier work12J6in which the dynamics of the
TMPC component could be isolated with dielectric
and
spectroscopy, we have shown that as the TMPC content
in the blend decreases, the steepness of the curve for the
(4)
TMPC component continuously decreases to become less
than that of neat PS. We can see whether this prediction,
From this general formulation several properties of the
now pertaining to the PVE component, is observed in the
dynamics of the blend components follow.
PVE/PIP blends.
(1)Each component has its own most probable relaxation
(5)From the standpoint of the PIP component, blending
time, 7*i(iii), corresponding to the relaxation of that
with PVE replaces PIP with PVE. The latter is less mobile
component in its most probable local composition. Each
(again in the sense of ~opm>> 70pp) and has more capacity
component has ita own distribution width determined by
for intermolecular coupling; thus, the intermolecular
eq 1. The two components, being governed by different
dynamic constraints experienced by the PIP are enhanced
dynamics (ai, ai, and TOi), will have, in general, different
by blending. Its coupling parameter, npp, will increase
temperature dependencies for their most probable relaxabove the neat PIP value. An increase of PVE content in
ation times, 7 * i ( f i i ) for i = 1, 2.
the blend will shift the mean, fipp, as well as the entire
(2) The heterogeneous distribution of stretched expodistribution, (np~p),toward higher values. For a similar
nential relaxations for each component i (eq 1)does not
reason as discussed above in (41, we expect the steepness
obey time-temperature superposition because of the
of 7pp* in a cooperativityplot to increasewith PVE content
distribution of coupling parameters, which gives rise to
in the blend. Such behavior has been seen before in PS/
different temperature dependencies of T*i(ni). The latter
PVME blends where PS and PVME play the role
isdeterminedbytheshiftfactoraT= [ ~ & ’ ) / T O ~ ( T O ) I ~ / (respectively
~~~,
of PVE and PIP herein. Dielectric relaxation
where TOis a reference temperature. It is not difficult to
measurements on the PS/PVME blends9 have enabled
see from eq 2 and this expression for the shift factor that
the dynamics of the PVME component to be selectively
the longer T*j(ni)’s,corresponding to the larger ni)swithin
monitored. The experimental data verified the expected
the distribution, will more rapidly shift to longer times as
increase of i i p w as well as the steepness of the curve for
temperature is lowered. The consequence is an asymthe PVME component,with increase of PS content. Again
metric broadening of the distribution of relaxation rates,
we have another opportunity to verify this predicted
resulting at lower temperature in a reversal of the
behavior for PIP in the PVE/PIP blends.
asymmetry associated with neat materials.
(6) From the trend of n p n discussed above in (4), we
(3) The effects described in (2) are manifested to a
expect the effects described in (2) will be manifested to
greater degree for a component with larger fii and a wider
a much greater degree in PVE-75 than in PVE-25.
distribution Gi(ni)
Discussion
(4) The most probable coupling parameter, f i i , for the
The results of dielectric and dynamic mechanical
ith component in the blend will in general not have the
measurements on the PVE/PIP blends indicate that from
same value as the coupling parameter in the homopolymer.
This is an obvious consequence of the change in local
such a combined study the dynamics of each component
composition inherent to blending. In any of the PVE/
can be probed. We take advantage of the fact that pure
PIP blends we expect all npm’s within the distribution to
PVE has a larger dielectric strength, such that in blends
rich in PIP we can still see the contribution of the PVE.
be less than the coupling parameter, npv~100,of PVE
homopolymer. This is because from the standpoint of the
Indeed, in two blends, PVE-20 and PVE-25, the dynamics
of the two components have been resolved by dielectric
PVE component,the replacement in any local composition
of PVE by the more mobile PIP will mitigate to some
relaxation measurements. In blends with PVE content
larger than 25 % , dielectric data continue to monitor the
extent the dynamic intermolecular constraints. The
PVE dynamics, but the contribution from PVE is so
greater mobility of the PIP is due to its smaller local friction
dominant that the PIP component can no longer be
factor (i.e., smaller noncooperative relaxation time, TOPIP
resolved. Hence, in PVE-x blends dielectric relaxation
<< 7 0 ~ and
~ )weaker capacity for intermolecular coupling
spectroscopy alone is sufficient to isolate the PVE
(viz., the value of n for pure PVE is larger than that for
dynamics for x in the range 20 S x I 100. However, the
neat PIP18*22*23).
Hence, blending with PIP reduces the
value of the coupling parameter for PVE below the
dynamics of the PIP component can no longer be resolved
homopolymer value. On increasing the PIP content, by
by dielectric spectroscopy in blends with x > 25. Dynamic
the same argument, the mean itpm as well as the entire
mechanical relaxation measurements, however, provide
information on the PIP dynamics for 25 Ix I75.8 This
distribution (npm) we shift toward lower values.
In blends with sufficiently high PIP content, it is
is the result of the sharper, more intense loss modulus
conceivable that fipm may even fall below the PIP
peak of PIP (see Figure 6). Thus, by performing both
homopolymer value. In the coupling model (via eq 21,
dielectric and mechanical measurements, we have esthis falling iipw will have a consequence on the “cooperasentially “resolved”the dynamics of the two components
a
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in the blends. The detailed data for the components
provide an opportunity to compare them to the results of
various models on the dynamics of blends. The results
from the coupling model for miscible blends have been
summarized in the previous section. We now enumerate
the comparisons between these theoretical results and the
experimental data.
(i) Figure 9 shows that in the PVE-20, PVE-25, and
PVE-50blends, each component has its own most probable
relaxation frequency and temperature dependence. Also
from Figures 3 and 8 for PVE-20 and PVE-25, in which
relaxations of the two components are resolved by dielectrical measurements,we see two separate distributions
of relaxation rates for the components. Each of these
distributions is different from that of the corresponding
neat polymer. These differences are caused by local
composition fluctuations.
(ii) By inspection of the dielectric loss data in Figures
7, 8, 10, and 11 for the PVE-20, PVE-25, PVE-50, and
PVE-75 blends, we observe that the dielectric response
from the PVE component in any of these blends does not
obey time-temperature superposition. The loss peak
broadens as the most probable frequency shifts to lower
values with decreasing temperature. Upon close examination of the data, we find that the broadening is
asymmetric in nature, with the contribution at lower
frequency having a larger shift. Similar effects are
observed in the dynamic mechanical relaxation data of
PVE-50 shown in Figure 5. Of course, the dielectric
spectrum of the pure PVE itself does not obey timetemperature superposition,21 and this is a contributing
factor to the blends' thermorheological complexity. However, the degree of thermorheological complexity of neat
PVE is relatively small (the full width at half-height of
the dielectric loss maximum changes by no more than one
decade over a wide temperature range). We conclude that
the principal mechanism for failure of time-temperature
superposition of the relaxation dynamics of any component
in the blend cannot originate from that of the neat material.
(iii) Both the degree of thermorheological complexity
and the asymmetry of the broadening increase with PVE
content (Le.,going from PVE-20to PVE-75). Significantly,
this is followed by a corresponding increase of the most
probable coupling parameter, ~ i .
(iv) To infer how Apm varies with blend composition,
cooperativity plots of log ~ p n *vs Tgpwz/T are constructed (Figure 13). Here ~ p n is* equal to l/%?rf,pnand
TgpWz has been defined earlier in (4) of the previous
section. We use here the convention that 7pm*(Z')is equal
to 100 s at T = TgpmX.Shown also in Figure 13 are the
cooperativity plots of pure PIP and PVE for comparison
with that of the PVE component in the most probable
local composition of a blend. The curve for neat PVE is
steeper than for pure PIP, consistent with the larger
coupling parameter of PVE than PIP.8 Starting from neat
PVE, addition of PIP reduces the steepness (cooperativity)
of the curve for the PVE component. The reduction is
small in PVE-75, which is understandable in view of PVE
being still the majority in this blend. The reduction is
quite substantial in PVE-50, with the steepness of the
PVE component now falling below that of neat PIP. This
trend continues with further addition of PIP. In PVE-25
and PVE-20, Figure 13shows that the steepness has been
substantially reduced from that of pure PIP. This behavior
follows exactly the pattern of the TMPC component we
have seen before in TMPC/PS blends.12 An accurate
isolation of the contribution from the PVE component in
the dielectric loss data of PVE-25 and PVE-20 is difficult,
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x-axis stands for Tspp of the PIP component in the PVE-x blend.
because of the presence of conductivity loss on the low
frequency side and the contribution from the PIP component on the high frequency side. Only a rough estimate
is possible. Such an estimate indicates that the distribution of relaxation times of the PVE in PVE-20 has a full
width at half-height (fwhh) equal to approximately two
decades. Such a small fwhh corresponds to a small fipm
in PVE-20, which corroborates with its cooperation plot's
drastically reduced steepness.Z2-26
(v) Cooperativity plots of log ~ p p versus
*
Tgpp/Tfor
the PIP component from dielectric loss data of pure PIP,
PVE-15, PVE-20, and PVE-25 are shown in Figure 14.
Within experimental error, there is no change in the
steepness of the plot in blends with PVE content up to
25%,consistent with the fact that PIP molecules are still
the major component. An estimate of the dielectric loss
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spectrum for the PIP component alone in PVE-20 and
PVE-25 (Figures 7 and 8)shows ita width to be only slightly
broader than that of pure PIP. This indicates that A p ~ p
in these blends is not too different from the coupling
parameter of pure PIP, which explains why there is no
change in the steepness of its cooperativity plot. The
dynamic mechanical loss data of PVE-25 (Figure 4) has
a fwhh of about 2.3 decades which is close to that of pure
PIP. Recalling the fact that the mechanical loss in this
blend is mainly associated with the PIP component, the
mechanical data in Figure 4 corroborate the conclusions
from dielectricloss data, i.e., the interpretation given above
for A P I ~and the explanation of why there is little change
in the steepness of the cooperativity plot of PVE-20 and
PVE-25 as compared with that of PIP.
The situation changes on further addition of PVE. The
fwhh of the mechanical loss peak of PVE-50 is now over
~ p the
3 decades, indicating increases of both ~ p and
steepness of the cooperativity plot compared with those
of PVE-20 and PVE-25. Unfortunately, the narrow
frequency window of mechanical measurements and the
large uncertainty involved in locating the peak position at
low temperatures (see error bars for the mechanical data
of PVE-50 in Figure 9) make the cooperativity plot for
PVE-50 less useful. For this reason it is not included in
Figure 14. These trends expected for the dynamics of
PIP in PVE/PIP have been observed by dielectric
measurements of blends of PS with PVME.gJo In the
PS/PVME blends the PVME plays the role of the PIP in
the PVE/PIP blends. The experimental data reaffirm
the increase of coupling parameter and cooperativity plot
steepness for PVME in the PS/PVME blends.
Dielectric measurements performed on PS/PVME
blendsgJOand on TMPC/PS blends12 selectively observe
the dynamics of PVME and TMPC component, respectively, by taking advantage of the small dipolar relaxation
strength of PS. Here, in our combined dielectric and
dynamic mechanical studies of the PVE/PIP blends, both
components can be “resolved”. It is gratifying to see that
in the same blend s y s t e m the dynamics of the PVE and
PIP components behave in the same manner respectively
as TMPC in TMPC/PS and as PVME in PS/PVME. The
present results confirm that the conclusions1°J2made there
are very general and applicable to both components in the
same blend.
(vi) Both dielectric and mechanical relaxation data for
PVE-75 (Figures 11and 12) show that the breakdown of
time-temperature superposition and broadening of the
loss peak for either component occur to a greater degree
than with PVE-50 (Figures 10 and 5), PVE-25 (Figures 8
and 4), or PVE-20 (Figure 7). These trends have been
anticipated by the coupling model interpretation of
component dynamics in blends.
Conclusion

By taking advantage of the prominence of the PIP
component contributionto dynamic mechanical relaxation
and the PVE component in dielectric relaxation, we have
been able to resolve the dynamics of both components in
PVE/PIP blends. As proposed earlier,8J0J5 not only the
composition fluctuations inherent to any blend but also
the intrinsically different relaxation characteristics of the
components determine the behavior of the blend. The
capacity for intermolecular coupling of a pure polymer
(corresponding in the coupling model to the magnitude of
its coupling parameter, n ) is dependent on chemical
structure. It determines the characteristics of the local
segmental relaxation of the polymer, as we have shown in
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a series of papers focusing on the coupling
Blending with another polymer of different chemical
structure will change the extent of intermolecular coupling
( n ) , because of the replacement of segments of different
chemical structure and different mobility in ita environment. In addition, composition fluctuations will give rise
to a distribution in the capacity of intermolecular coupling.
These factors have been taken into account in a theory of
blend dynamics,8J0J5 which has provided a number of
predictions concerning the dynamics in the blend and their
dependence on composition. Previously, experimental
measurements either could not resolve the individual
dynamics or could observe only the dynamics of one
component. Here, by using combined dielectric and
dynamic mechanical experiments, we are able to resolve
the dynamics of the components. The experimental data
presented in this paper make possible detailed comparisons
with the predictions of the coupling model for local
segmental relaxation in blends. Good agreement between
theory and experiment has been obtained.
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